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Waiting to Stop Slipping on the Ice Since 1920

Volume 83, Number 15

Recruitment a
Succesful Start to
New Semester

Stick This on Your

Dooran d Burn It!

Bobbi Thibo
Ass/. Editor

Cavalier Daily

The end of winter break not
only brought around the beginning of a new school semester,.
but it also meant the start of a
whole new experience for some
students.
The Thursday before the
majority of campus returned for
the spring semester, those girls
hoping to join a sorority returned
early for recruitment.
During formal rush the
prospective girls go around to
each chapter and then narrow
their visits down from there;
depending on which sororities
they are interested in and those
who invite them back.
Recruitment is an exciting
time for not only the girls going
through it, but all of the sisters as
well.
"Recruitment was a blast. Not
only was it a chance to meet and
get new girls, it was also a chance
for the sisters to grow closer."
Commented Aubrie Therrien, a
sister of Delta Zeta, which
received eleven new girls this
semester.
"Our favorite part of recruitment is Walk. It is the time that
we can celebrate all of our hard

Two older ASA sisters pose for a picture after their own
walk. The experience gives all rushees a chance to see where
their classmates will be pledging for the semester.
work by welcoming our new girls
into our sorority." Kristy
Holland, Delta Zeta president,
added.
One aspect of recruitment
that many of the sisters seem to
enjoy is coming up with a theme,
decorating the halls in Stubbs,
and preparing their parties.
"This semester our sorority
chose ASA in the city, after the
popular TV series Sex in the
City. By choosing this theme it
was easy to create an upbeat
atmosphere, which made conversation with the girls eas*y and
entertaining." Kelly Creamer,
president of Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority, explained.
The new pledges are also very
anxious and excited about
recruitment and what is to come
in the weeks ahead as they join

their new sisterhood.
DZ pledge Sydelle Gonias
commented, "Recruitment was
one of the most nerve racking
things I have gone through here,
because it really is a life long decision, but its the best decisions I
have ever made, and I can already
tell that this is going the be worth
ever minute of the stress that may
come with pledging"
Overall, recruitment is an exciting event for everyone involved
that all the sisters anticipate.
"The sisters of ADPi are very
excited to welcome the new
alphas to our chapter and we can't
wait to help them along on their
journey through pledging, it's an
experience we're all thrilled to be a
part
of."
Concluded
Mel
McConnell, a sister of Alpha
Delta Pi.

Caution! Look Before You Sign that Lease
Bobbi Thibo
Asst. Editor

If you've even glanced at any of
the posters hanging around
campus, the red "Stop, Don't
Sign that Lease!" signs have
surely grabbed your attention.
Although moving off campus is a very exciting step, there
is more to the process thon just
finding an apartment and signing a lease.
Before making any commitments that you can't get out of,
be sure to pay attention to the
signs and that all your bases are
covered.
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Those students that have 56
credits and who wish to move
off campus next semester must
fill out the online off-campus
housing application that can be
found
at
www.longwood.edu/housing.
After completeing the form,
one of the two mandatory meetings must be attended.
The dates for the orientation
sessions are February 4th, 2004
at 3:00 p.m and February 5th,
2004 at 3:30 p.m in the ABC
rooms.
Like many rising Juniors
Ashley Cross is excited about her
move from the dorms to apart-

ment living, and is pleased with
the overall application process.
"1 think it is very convinent
and efficeint to be able to complete the application online, and
I think the meetings are a good
idea to make sure everyone
knows whats going on." Ashley
commented.
"I do think that some feedback should have been given
after filling out the online thing
to be sure that it went through
ok, that's the only thing I'm really worried about" She added.
Although there are

See LEASE p.4

Today the Virginia State Fire
Marshall is conducting an
inspection of all University R2zoned residence areas, which
include Old and New Dorms,
the Lawn, apartments, suites and
residential colleges, and when
she's done, U.V.A. will be as sterile and boring as a prison.
In an overreaction to an incident last semester when a first
year burned a flier on his hallmate's door, the new fire marshall has decided to strictly
enforce the Commonwealth's
fire code, outlawing any flammable paper (as opposed to nonflammable paper!) from hanging
on residents' doors.
No fliers. No posters. No pictures of friends. No nametags.
Nothing to distinguish one
personality from the next. Just
boring, blank doors for the
roughly 6,000 undergraduate and
graduate students living in the
affected areas.
Past fire marshalls have been
more lax on the state code,
allowing a reasonable amount of
paper cover on students' doors.
However, this year there is a
new fire marshall, and in
response to last semester's incident, she has decided to strictly
enforce this ridiculous code.
This is ludicrous for so many
reasons, and the fire marshall
should quickly realize both the
possibility and necessity for
compromise.
The biggest problem with the
strict enforcement of the code is
that it won't accomplish what it's
set out to accomplish.
Forbidding students from
hanging paper on their doors will
not make it any less likely that
their rooms will catch on fire.
Their rooms will be full of
innumerable paper products
impossible to contain in a tragic
blaze, and there will always be
that one trigger-happy first year

with a lighter and too much booze
in his system.
To forbid fliering a Lawn door
and yet still allow piles of stacked
firewood is nonsensical, and
speaks to the overly cautious
enforcement of the code.
Yes, the idea of a poster catching fire and burning down an
entire residence area is scary, but
unrealistic.
And no one wants to live in a
hall where every room looks as
unappealing as the next.
Whether it's a first year proudly displaying her new sorority letters, an upperclassman showing
off pictures of his friends, or a
Lawn resident championing a
cause for students and visitors
alike to see as they stroll by, this
new strict enforcement will take
away so much of what it means to
be a unique member of the
University community.
Decorating your door lets your
individuality stick out in a community in which it is so important.
Corny as it sounds, it also conveys a sense of home; you'll
always know which door is yours
when you get back from a long
day of classes.
Friends and strangers alike can
get a sense of who the University
is when they see the fliers on
Lawn room doors or visit other
residence areas.
Most importantly, students
need all the help they can get
advertising and finding out about
events that are important to them
— the pages of this newspaper
cannot fit them all.
Unfortunately, the University
has its hands tied when it comes
to matters of Commonwealth law,
but there's still hope.
Compromise
and
looser
enforcement of the ridiculous
code has been done in the past
and should be again.
Contact the
State
Fire
Marshall's Office and let them
know how you feel.

Editorial
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rom
I iisi of all, tion:
excellent
I come from a very conservawork to peo- tive- family, half of which is
ple writing strictly Catholic. As a general
this
week. rule, the children maintain a
Secondly, similar sense of conservatism
look down and religion, so it isn't unusual to
there |points| - the staff box is run into resistance if I bring up
slowly starting to fill back up; be a a hot topic (this week: homosexCitizen Leader and join the staff. uality). It's not rare that I tease
Just kidding. Don't be a Citizen my sister about how I kiss girls
leader, just join the staff. 1 almost (though she and my parents are
added a wtnkv face, but thought unaware of my sexual preferbetter of it. We are in college, ence). She says it's gross, and we
after all.
move on with the conversation.
During one of our crazy snow Neopets, right?
clays, I had the privilege of conThis time, she brings up how
versing with my baby sister (she I'm not voting for George come
turned twelve last week) about a the Presidential election. 11/).'
topic other than Neopets, lxrd of she asks. I respond that he says
the Rings, or Harry Potter, none of lots of hateful and mean things
which 1 actually converse about - that I just can't support. She
I just listen and pretend to care. responds with (no joke because
Kvery once in a while, she sur- I'm copy anil pasting this from
prises me, such as in this situa- our IM conversation, and 1

The Rotunda

never use more than two question
marks
anyway),
LIKE
WHAT??????
■
Well, I tell her, the biggest proh
lem I have is that he only wants a
man and a woman to be able to
marry, which is very hateful to the
gay community. I tell her gay people love each other just as much as
heterosexual people.
Why is it urong then? So he's saying
that all people HA\ 7: to be straight to
Hit in America?
.If they want to get married, I
explain. If two women love each
other very much for a very long
time, just like Grammy and
Grandpa love each other, one can't
do anything say if the other is in
the hospital if they arc not married. I'm thinking also the lines of
// These Walls Could Talk II
She expresses sadness about
that, knowing how much our
grandparents depend on each
other in sickness and in health. She
then tells me that her best friend's
aunt is gay. So I ask her if this
woman is just like other adults she
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Editor
knows except that she loves
\vi mien. She concurs.
She says I can't tell my parents
that she's okay with this woman
being gay. Like I would rat her out
on that. I-ook who she's talking to.
God tells us to lore eitryone.
I agree. I tell her that there ire
gay people and straight people
alike who respect their bodies and
themselves and there are some of
each that don't. She gives me a
biblical example of straight people
doing something they shouldn't.
She asks why our mom doesn't
like it when I express these views,
and I tell her she wants us to think
like she docs because she believes
she is right.
7 hat's just silly. ) on ran 7 make people think, certain ways unless you brainwash them by depriving them of sleep
then maybe but she isn't doing that to us,
is she?
Wc discuss current options for
gay couples, and how they can
have families too, but that it's just
harder tor them to adopt.
She brings up religion again.

Whoever said that people I IAD to
like people of the different gender? < )h
1 know'.! People are going ly the story
/■/ Adam and I :ie since Cod put them
on the planet first.
She's an insightful young ladv.
As a final example, I bring up
Plato's Symposium (You have a
MYTHOLOGYthai
\jtcky.)
vv here people used to be connected in pairs: some were two males,
some two females, and some one
of each. After a fight, Zeus split
all humans apart, so everyone
spends the rest of their lives
looking for their other half. By
having a mix of all, it provided
the Greeks with a natural explanation for homosexuality.
That's nice of the Greek people.
Isn't it?
Yea.

Amy Whipple
/ Jitor-in-Chief

Box 2901
Phone: 434-395-2120
Ixmgwood University
Fax: 804-395-2237
Farmville, VA 23909
rotunda@longwood.edu
http://lancer.longwood.edu/org/rotunda/

Martin Lutker King s Legacy of Non-Violence
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Webmaster
Staff Advisor
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Why is it that war is often glorified more than peace? The
answer is that our society is so
hell-bent on praising heroes who
have based dieir valiant qualities
on fighting, rather than rationalizing.
To win a war one must kill
more people than their opponent. That is the most animalistic and brutal concept 1 have ever
heard and honesdy have a hard
time fathoming how this can
seem like the right answer.
Innocent men die "for their
country" while the leaders, who
began the war, are later praised.
The leaders never have to live
with looking at the person whom
they have just shot, breathe their
last breath of air, and wonder
what he did to deserve death.
1 believe, and I am not alone,
that there should be more holidays to remember peace- keepers,
rather than those people who
come up with the brilliant idea to
begin a war.
On January 19 Longwood
University and many other insti-

Amy Whipple
Bobbi Thibo
Shannon Harrison
Leslie Smith
Tanner Keith
|enn Di/.e
Will Pettus
Scott Dill
Ellie Woodruff
Stephanie Riggsbv
Naomi lohnson

Staff Writers: Janet Jones, Paula Nusbaum, Nate Spencer, Pat Sullivan
Tit Rotunda, the student newspaper at I/Migwood University, is published weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam periods) and is printed in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmville, VA.
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must be
received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's publication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not appear
on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are subject
to editing.
The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is
looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We currently have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to come to
our meetings, Mondays at 9:15 p.m.

Janet Jones
Staff Writer

tutions and businesses did not
observe the holiday of Martin
Luther King Day.
This is one of the only days that
venerate someone trying to bring
harmony to our chaotic world. I
am not begging for a day off of
school, but sincerely believe that
we should observe a holiday for
peace.
In an issue of Time Magazine
Jack E. White wrote, "It is a testament to the greatness of Martin
Luther King Jr. that nearly every
major city in the U.S. has a street
or school named after him. It is a
measure of how sorely his
achievements are misunderstood
that most of them are located in
black neighborhoods."
This may be why this holiday is
often overlooked and considered a
holiday that only African
Americans should have reason to
celebrate.
This, however, is not the case.
Jack E. White also wrote in Time
Magazine, "For all King did to free
blacks from the yoke of segregation, whites may owe him the
greatest debt, for liberating them
from the burden of America's

centuries-old hypocrisy about
race.
It is only because of King
and the movement that he led
that the U.S. can claim to be the
leader of the 'free world' without inviting smirks of disdain
and dist>elief."
If there were more days of
remembrance for the altruistic
people trying to make the world
a more civilized place, perhaps
there would be more people following in their path.
Not only in war, but in their
own microcosm.
Children
would not be so quick to hit
their friends when they did not
get what they want and adults
would reconsider acts as well.
However, since the leader of
our country is so anxious to
embrace war I do not for see a
mass change of ideas.
Martin Luther King was only
one of many peace believers.
He was only one person with
one voice and look at the massive impact he had on the entire
country.
Do not give up the fight and
remember, make love, not war.

Opinion
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"
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props and drops
Props:

Th&"ActwLi£" iyyour outUt for battlto#yyciality'uttUwa4vi-thin^ that tuck. Thiyi^your
your chance- to- do- jomething- about societal evil*; instead- ofjuit whining- about theme Soipeak- up and- act up. Hecauw, if you!re- not mad/, you're- not paying- attention. 1-maCL
Actfotit idea* to rotunda@lonawooci.edui

Conversation: It s What's for D inner
CTN provides a problem for a Longwood student who just wants a peaceful meal.
Nate Spencer
Staff Writer
There is no contending that we
live in the Information Age. In
this period of human civilization
we can now access any amount of
data at the touch of a button,
click of a mouse, or poke of a
stylus.
We can, in the same sitting,
look up information on the wedding of Britney Spears, the ins
and outs of the Atkins diet,
Avagadro's number (6.022 x
1023), Dennis Rodman's dress
size, or the schedule of televised
ping-pong in the 2004 Summer
Olympics (woefully nonexistent).
This is all possible, of course,
assuming your AIM doesn't
throw in your face the Window of
Procrastination.
Our society's arsenal of gadgetry must be using enough electricity to singe the hair off a
wookie; everywhere you turn,
another device is invented or
implemented to further decrease
our moments of sanity.
One of Wal-Mart's newest
additions to the Shopping
Experience is the new closed-circuit Wal-Mart Network.
Finally, my life is complete: I
can watch advertisements and the
occasional Bush speech while I
shop for my smiley-faced boxers.
The knowledge of this increasing phenomenon leads me to
pose questions about our own
campus.
Not to speak for the whole of
the student body, but I think I'm
not far off in staring that earing is,
at present, a common social activity.
If I were to poll the student
body at random, I doubt very
highly that I would find a top reason for earing in the dining hall to
be memorizing the lyrics of "Hey
Ya."
I acknowledge that the glasses
through which 1 view the world,
when compared to most others.

are incredibly unique.
I could personally rant and
rave about the fact that, being an
English major, listening to Nelly
Furtado and the crew of CTN
horribly interferes with my
enjoyment of Shakespeare,
Fitzgerald, or Miller.
But not everyone is like me,
and I acknowledge this fact.
In fact, Nelly Furtado, when
I'm not trying to concentrate, is
actually one of the more enjoyable music acts.
However, I believe strongly in
the growing need in our society
for what I like to call, "human
moments."
This means that we are in dire
need of shutting off the technology.
I can at this moment hear my
friends muttering about my own
personal obsession with gadgetry.
But I aspire, if not succeed, in
putting my facc-to-face human
encounters above my newly
found love of text messaging or,
yes, even the lure that we all face
to stare into the televised oblivion while our companion obviously needs a listening ear.
I make it a point to avoid
senseless bitching.
If I don't have a reasonable
alternative, I don't have a right
to complain.
Whether or not you are a fan
of the music itself, the fact
remains that you cannot sit and
have a decent conversation in
the dining hall without being
within 30 feet of a blaring box
whose sole existence is to make
us take the focus off of each
other and onto the materialistic
world.
I hear those of you raging
that dining hall television isn't all
bad-CTN shows the news periodically.
To that I suggest closed captioning. To those of you making the very astute point that

music is infinitely more than printed text, I hear you; my entire family is composed (pun intended) of
people of your persuasion.
However, to you (and my family), I say that background music is
one thing; presenting an entirely
new medium of entertainment to
bisect our eternally fragmented
attention span is entirely another
I guess this soapbox-summit
rambling of mine is a senior's feeble attempt at trying to impart an
iota of the wisdom I've gained in
my relatively short life.
As a camp counselor this last
summer, I worked at an island
camp in which we took every bit
of technology from the campers
upon arrival.
The point was to take their
focus from their everyday world
and help them rediscover what it
was like to be human (the fact that
it needs rediscovering is frightening in and of itself).
But now that I've been back in
Virginia for around 5 months, I'm
realizing that I've both been struggling to keep a grip on what it is to
be human.
I try to aggressively throw
myself out of my comfort zone,
turn attention away from my own
vices and make myself engage
more people in conversation for
the sake of conversation itself.
I now randomly ask even close
friends questions like "If you were
a billboard, what would you advertise?" or, "What are you passionate
about?" and my books of thoughtprovoking questions have become
something of a wonderment to a
few.
Sure, I might be a short, odd,
eccentric young man bitching
about the tired topic of materialism's evils.
But take my advice-make a conscious effort to increase your
humanity.
If it doesn't shock you how far
our society has strayed, I welcome
feedback...

+ To the lovely people willing to help get cars out of the
snow, especially those who are not police officers (thus it is
not their job).
+ To Jeromy Runion and his wonderful tool box!
+ To two snow days.
+ To fun-nay pooties.
Drops:
- To the Longwood Bookstore for playing the HSC radio
station during WMLU's student broadcasting hoUrs.
- To people who come to class reeking of pot and acting
stoned off their asses.
- To getting stuck in the ice.
- To wet pant legs from walking in the snow.
- To people who don't know when to just shut the hell up.
- To yellow caution tape around the walkways.

Speak Ou i
What did you do on uour snow
Laus:
Hung out and shot
pool.
-Stan Schoppe

I went sledding on the
soccer field and played
snow football.
-Becky Winter

I slept and went sledding
on the soccer field.
-Giancarlo Coello

I worked out
-Darren Holmess

News
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pros to living off-campus, some
students feel living in the dorms
is the best option for them.
Mel McConnel, a current junior, has lived on-campus since she
was a freshman and plans on
doing so as a senior as well.
"It's practical and easy to get
around. I don't have to worry
about parking or making my
schedule one consecutive class
after another so that 1 don't have
to drive back and forth to campus." Mel explained.
Another student, Becca Gille,
agrees. ""Well to be completely
honest, it's hard enough to get up
and walk to class living on campus.I don't want to go through
the hassle of actually getting in
the car, driving to campus, then
spending 30 minutes looking for a
parking space. No thanks. I'd

rather wake up 5 minutes before
class and just go."
While some don't agree, offcampus living is a popular trend
many people follow after spending the first two years in a dorm,
and those who are going through
the process for the first time
need to pay special attention to
what they should be doing.
If you are not careful about
the process, you may find yourself in the unhappy predicament
of paying both on and off-campus rates. So make sure you double check your dates and times.
Next time you're walking past
the posters hanging up on campus, pay special attention to the
bright red signs that shout "Stop!
Don't Sign that Lease!"
Four new e-mail worms have
been squirming their way into
students' inboxes since last week.
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E-mail Virus Plaques Students Computers
V-Tirt

The viruses
— Beagle,
Dumaru.z, Dumaru.y and
MyDoom - infect machines by
mass mailing themselves to
other users once the recipient
has opened an attachment in an
infected e-mail, said Shirley
Payne, director of security and
policy
at
Information
Technology
and
Communications
at
the
University of Virginia.
Three of the worms have
consistent e-mail headers, making them easier to identify. But
MyDoom is more problematic
because it does not have a specific subject line, Payne said.
Possible e-mail subject lines for
MyDoom include "test," "hi"

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS, Amer3923135ica's #1 Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring
on-campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-648- 4849 or
www.ststravel.com.

and "hello."
The source of the virus is
unknown, Payne said. "Viruses
like this can come from anywhere. This is widespread all over
the place, not just U.Va."
Payne said ITC became aware
of the e-mail viruses when students called in to report the mass
e-mailings. Students should not
open any attachments from an
unknown sender because hackers
could then access the students'
machines, she added.
"They are really dangerous
because you can loose complete
control over your computer and
personal information," she said.
To prevent viruses from attacking students' machines, ITC has
information on its Web site to
educate students about proper

Omicron Delta Kappa
The National Leadership Honor Society
Pick up an application in Wynne 104 or
in your Residence Hall.
For more information, contact Paula
Nusbaum (pknusbau@longwood.edu) or
Dr. Larissa Smith
(lsmith@longwood.edu) or Dr. David
Coles (dcoles@longwood.edu)

Mulligan's Sports Grille
Open 11:30 a.m. 7 days ■ week (315-8787)

Deadline for applications: Tuesday,
February 3 at noon

Uv€ Entertainment Frl. and Sat nights
1-23 - Slingshot
1-24 - False Dlmltri
1-30 - Southern Justice
1-31 - Frontiers (a "Journey" tribute
band)
• Free delivery on and around campus
until 12 a.m.
- Karaoke Night every Sunday 8- close $2 drinks all night
- Ladies Night every Thursday night (no cover fee)

HOOTENANNY'- COMING SOON...

The creator of the Chocolate
Vantasy, the %gy 'Lima Tart,
and the Reese's 'Cake invites you
to Charleys Waterfront 'Cafe,
celebrating its tenth year in
Tarmville. 5top by today to try
Anne's latest desserts, changing
casual ommg - Private Parties daily! Start a new tradition by
Catering
purchasing a graduation cake to
celebrate your big day. 5^11 cakes
ANNE SIMSOLI
reatiTf QMf

•

with this coupon

and desserts are made to order
with a lot of love. Do something

•

\ FUR COm FUMY 0* SATURDAY HIMT \

computing.
"We make anti-virus programs
available to the university community free of charge, and there
is a lot of education on our Web
site," Payne said.
First-year student Lauren
Bruce said she received six emails. "It said Tour e-mail
account is about to expire, so
open this attachment to find out
more,™ Bruce said. Regardless
of the e-mail's claim, she said
students' e-mail accounts will
not expire
"The good news is that if people have updated their virus
detection every day or two times
a day, they are protected," Payne
said. "The problem with viruses
is that they never really die,"
Payne said.

(434) 592 1566
201 8 MID Street
Farmvllle. Virginia 25901

special for your 'Valentine; make
your dinner reservations today!

Style
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CD Review: Ani DiFranco Proves Cerebral with Educated Guess
U4ffn
Ani DiFranco, in her latest
release. Educated Gnat, takes the
|vrsonal as political.
Educated Guess rises above the
relative mediocrity of the twoCD release Revelling/Reckoning,
and in the spirit of her last, Eiv/ve,
distills DiFranco's unique voice
and the talented guitar playing
found throughout her catalog.
DiFranco goes solo on this
CD, playing, singing, recording
and mixing it by herself.

Though she doesn't have a
backup band, she layers her voice
and guitar tracks, essentially
accompanying herself. She uses
this technique very discordandy
at times to create tension within
the songs, as in "Swim."
DiFranco
combines
her
singing with spoken word, with
no less than four of the 14 tracks
being poetry with slight background guitar and choral arrangements.
It is in these poems that her

politics pierce through, with lines
such as this from "Grand
Canyon": "1 love my country / By
which I mean / 1 am indebted joyfully / To all the people throughout its history / Who have fought
the government to make right."
This is not to say that when
DiFranco picks up a guitar, her
politics disappear. "Animal" rails
against the way humans treat
nature,
explores patriotism and cas-

t,
NOTE-TAKERS
AT LONGWOOD
Looking for a quick way to make a buck
on campus???

poet - it is not To the Teeth without
tigates imperialism.
"Bodily" is devoid of politics, a band.
In going solo, DiFranco goes
focusing instead on the pain of
her recent divorce from her hus- out on a limb, but her reliance on
band and recording engineer. her talents only proves how' talSongs such as "Swim" and "Rain ented she can be.
Educated Guess retains essential
Check" also mirror this sentiDiFranco,
and her newest album
ment.
Educated Guess is classic Ani in won't disappoint old fans even
many ways, but also illustrates though it provides a sound diverher growth as a musician and gent from her past works.

Do you see this letter a lot?

®

If you do, the Academic Support
Center is looking for you!
We're currently recruiting tutors for the
following subjects:

Math, Biology, Economics, Accounting,
and all foreign languages.
You must hold a G.P.A. of 3.0 or higher and have earned a
letter grade of "A" in the course you wish to tutor.
Please call 395-2393 for details!!!

BE A NOTE-TAKER!!!

Gotcha/y Sedan/ cwid/ Day Spa/

The ASC is looking for student volunteers who are willing to
share their notes with classmates who have disabilities that affect
their capacity to take notes.

101 hi. McUrvStreet
farvrwQXe/, Virginia/23901
434-395 0105

The process...it's easy! Take notes as you normally would during
class, photocopy them for FREE, and place them in the appropriate student's box here at the ASC. It's that
simple!

Specialising-itvh^ur, manage/, jaciali-, manicurei-,
pedicure*, and/fuZL-body wot*/.

Tanning^ Special
"Buy 3 monihy, re<xiAte/one/vnontlv free/
free/ Lotion/ for the/ fir it ten/ people/

For more information, or to be a volunteer, please call the
Academic Support Center at (434) 395-2393 or E-mail Holly at
hrcampbe@longwood.edu
i

** University Policy Requires a minimum
3.0 GPA for eligibility "
Residential lifeguard staff needed at a summer camp
located in Wakefield, Va.

{

i

with coupon

[

Manicure/andPedicure/Special
regular - $45
wXe/- $35
wtiK coupon

Employment runs Memorial Day-late August.
Current Lifeguard and Professional Rescuer CPR
certifications required.

featuring'HcUr by Mary: cut, color, style/, and/ more/
434-547-9795

For information, contact the Airfield 4-H Center at
757-899-4901.

$5 off color, cut, and style/
witK coupon

Calendar
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v

30
LCVA Opening
Exhibits

5-7 p.m.
The Caffiene
Diary Radio Show

1-3 p.m.

Educational
Recruitment Day in
the Career Center

4-5 p.m.
S.A.F.E. Meetings at
4:30 in the Student
Union

Listen to "AlternaHead" tunes

January 30 - February 5 , 2004

v^1

^1

*<

Men's Basketball vs.
District of Columbia

Mulligan's Superbowl
party starts at

3 p.m.

5 p.m.

Listen for "The
Goldenf ish Show"

10-12 a.m.
WMLU 91.3 fm

1

W

WMLU Meeting
9:00 p.m.
Hiner 2nd floor
Auditorium

Come edit pages for
The Rotunda in your
copious free time!

Tune in to "Midnight in
the Garden of Good
and Evil"

12-2 a.m.

Want to join The
Rotunda staff?
9:15 p.m. in the
bottom of the
Student Union!
Listen to "Pimp

Juice"
11-12 a.m.
WMLU 91.3 fm

Unity Alliance
8:00 p.m., Grainger
618
Pick up a copy of The
Rotunda}.

ARE YOU TIRED OF HEARING ANTI-GAY REMARKS?

WMLU 91.3 fm

10-12 a.m.

00 YOU THINK PRESIDENT

WMLU 91.3 fm

BUSH IS WRONG ABOUT PROTECTING MARRIAGE?

Are you looking for an apartment
for the spring semester?
For just $250/month you can sublet a single room with private bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free
ethernet hookup through Longwood. All utilities except
phone and cable included in rent.
Call 392-2252 for more information.

90 YOU WANT TO HUP
FIGHT INJUSTICE?

Unity Alliance
needs your help!
Grainger G18

Thursdays

8 p.m.

January 29, 2004

HOROSCOPES
by Sam Wise-Ridges

Style
foague to Cheek

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
Running around in the snow doesn't make
you a bunny.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
The ice looks pretty..until it's rushing toward
your head.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
Just because you're in Wonderland doesn't
mean you're Alice.
Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)
Not even your shovel can dig you out of this
mess.
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jRsJflx /. / v posters on your door"

Iroot to K©uth

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
No two snowflakes are alike, kinda like how no
two moms are alike.

by Ellie Woodruff

Scie nee

Snawunesi/

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
As much as you like to run around in your
underwear, this is not the season for it.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
The ounces of alcohol you drank during the
snow days should not exceed your I.Q.

an/
campus/
Kn\^n>p>\oay

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
In case you didn't get the news, classes are back on. Not that you ever went in the first place.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)
The wolf must run free.
Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)
Be on the lookout for Mr. Right... but be careful, those snow men are deceptive!
Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov. 21)
When peeing in the snow, make sure you spell your name correctly.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Only you can drink for 10 hours straight and not puke. Kudos to your liver.

Features

January 29, 2004

Longwood Theatre Starts
Spring Semester witk
The Italian Straw Hat
Bobbi Thibo
Assl. Hditor
Longwood University's theatre
department is at it once again.
After the production of On the
I erg, they are for their upcoming
show, The Italian Straw Hat.
The story is centered on a man,
Fadinard, who is about to be wed
played by Austin F.ichelberger.
Fardinand is in search of an
Italian straw hat to replace the
one his horse ate.
The original hat belonged to
Anais, an adulterous woman,
played bv Aubrie Therricn, who
must return with her hat so that
her husband doesn't suspect her
musbehavior.
According to stage manager
Kyle Ankiel, the most difficult
aspect of this play is catching on
to the 19th-century French Farce
style, and he is very pleased with
the progress of the cast.

"They are doing wonderfully,"
he commented.
Cast members and crew all
seem very enthusiastic about their
contributions and roles within the
production.
Eichelberger stated, "It (having
a lead role) gives me a chance to
interact with all the characters in
all the scenes, and gives me the
chance to understand the play
better and to have the most fun I
can in this production."
The Italian Straw Hat opens
February 25, 2004 at 8 p.m and
will run into the following
Sunday, closing with a matinee
show at 3 p.m.
"This play should be a lot of
fun for the audience, not only
because the script is hilarious, but
also because the ensemble cast
brings such a joyful quality to the
performance that it's hard not to
smile and laugh." Concluded
Aubrie Therrien.
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Cabin Fever Suits Longwood s
Winteru Landscape
Leslie Smith
Copy hditor

1.
Gingerbread
Coffin
2. Thimble Island
3. State Fair
4. Sweet Water Kill
(The Ocean Song)
5. Remnants of
Percy Bass
6. Rats
7. Clipped
8. PS + Vincent &
Matthew + Bjork
9. My Orphanage
10. Crosswalk
11. Hunter's Kiss
12. Our Lies
13Antique
High
Heel
Red
Doll
Shoes
14. Cooped
15. Quitter

Described as "...an Alice in
Wonderland psychedelia..." by
Katherine
Turman
on
Amazon.com, RaspHtina has an
eerie quality not found in many
bands today.
The band was started Melora
Creager, a classically-trained cellist, who found her other two
band members, Julie Kent and
Agnieszka Rybska, by putting out
a newspaper want ad.
The three helped develop their
image by wearing Victorian costumes complete with tight corsets
and full skirts.
RaspHtina had their first debut
in 1996 with Thanks for the Ether.
The just-rcsleased Cabin Fever
is their second album. It continues along the same cello-heavy,
nocturnal sounds of RaspHtina.
There are different ideas
behind each song. One of the
most interesting is track 12. The
song, "Our Lies," was created
solely on lyric submissions from

fans.
Track 11, "Hunter's Kiss," has
a scratchy old time feel to the
tune. It starts off with "Here's
the sad story about a deer and a
man..." and then the singer takes
on the feelings of the hunted
deer, who is presumably targeted
by the arrows of love.
There is one spoken track,
number 8, "P| + Vincent &
Matthew + Bjork," with a cello
playing hauntingly in the background. "Bjork" really does
sound like Bjork.
Whereas many of these songs
are etherea, there are a few
songs, such as number 4, ".Sweet
Water Kill," which are soft, lighthearted, and much brighter than
the others.
Overall, this CD offers up a
different sound than the pop
that is usually found on the radio
today. So if vou are looking for a
different sound and/or a different style of music you should
definitely give Rasputina a
chance.

Hate what you've been reading?
Wish there were better pictures?
Can't get over the grammatical mistakes?
THEN JOIN The Rotunda, AND FIX IT!
Meetings - Mondays at 9:15
Right across from the Post Office in the bottom of the Student Union

READY TO M0¥E OFF-CAMPUS?
You'll make it through college because you've got dedication
and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also
have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl Bill.Tuition
Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members
serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll
still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that
will help you get your college degree. In
VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard.YOU CAN!

l-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com

mt omet or tanmrui Am cotmum urt mvms nv TO ATTCHD:

APARTMENT LIVING 101
Mandatory Orientation Sessions;
Wed 2/4/04 3:00 p.m. (1 hour)

Optional Rental Fairs;
Wed 2/4/04 4-6:00 p.m.

Thurs 2/5/04 3:30 p.m.(1 hour)

Thurs 2/5/04 4:30-6:30 p.m.

This \s a MANDATORY session to move off campus!
Students who have completed 56 credits by the end of the spring '04 semester and who have submitted an "Off campus request application" must
attend one of these sessions.

Ads

January 29, 2004

NAGS HEAD
Student Summer Rentals
see seabreezeralty.com for pictures - 252-255-6328

EXECUTIVE EXCELLENCE
CHARLES T. HILL ON CAMPUS
PRESIDENT AT.

CEO
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Has your schoolwork gotten out of hand?
If so, the Academic Support Center can help!!

r*^

We offer tutoring in most
subjects, including free
group tutoring for math
and language courses.
Please call 395-2393 for
details!!!

SUNTRUST, MID-ATLANTIC
MONDAY, FEBRUARY

2,2004

7 ?M. IN HINBR AUDITORIUM
AT A TIME WHEN ISSUES of corporate tovenunce,
financial rqxsitifie*»dbusiness ethic*are making headlines daily, it »i
imporant to remember tint American industry continues to provide
valued leadership for our global oMiiomy This month, we are pleased to
feature Cbarioj T. HiD ai our guest jpeaker in the 2003-04 Enctrtive-inResidence series. Mr. Hill. Chairman, President, and Chief Executive
Officer of SunTruit Bank. Mid- Atlanta: will present a public lecture on
leadership, Pablic Invited - Swtmf Limited - Free Admission.
Mr. Hill began hii hanking career over thirty years ago with United Virgin*
Bubharea, a SnnTniR Bank predecwsoi He has served in maor capacities
during hu banking career ax SunTru«--*i a Commercial Account Officer in
19*0. Commercial Division Head in 1983 and Capital R*SJOU Commensal
Group Head in 1990. He was elected President and CEO in 2000 and
Chairman of the Board in 2001, Throughout his came he hu placed a
high value on leadership! leadeofcip u the cornetitoneof Ewcudve
Excellence, and it transcends all of today's iaroea - buainesa, economic
and ethical*
The Exeeuth'e-in-Reaiaence amei if a public lervice of the College
of Business fit Economics and is roads poetibk through the generous
corporate support of SunTrust and Philip Morris Companies. To learn
more, call 434.3912045 (TRS:7U) or visit us online and see the
complete Executive Excellence schedule: wwwJongwood.edu/butmesa.

COLLEGE OP
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
LONGWOOD ^^y
UNIVERSITY

Make a Name for Yourself
Apply to become an
Orientation Leader for 2004!!
Applications are available today in the Lankford Student Union,
Room 216, in the Office of Leadership and New Student
Programs, at the front desk of the residence halls, the dining hall,
and online at:

www.longwood .edu/newstudent/welcome. html
Applications are due Friday, January 30, 2004

Warmer weather is around the corner...
What do you do for Spring Fever?
Z
Ej

The Bucking B Ranch and K.C Hearn,
Hosts of the Longwood University Equestrian Club and Team

€

Offers:
Group trail rides (1 to 4 hours), Graves Mountain day-long trail rides (ride to breakfast or
lunch!), "Cowboy College* Days (Cowgirls welcomel), as well as a variety of lesson programs
(Discounts available for early registration and payment.)

For more information or to book your event, please contact:
KCHeem

Faculty, Students...

(434 M7 mi

>

"

...Family A Friend*

hey2kcQyanoo.com

Wanted
Hunt Seat Instructor for beginner level horseback riding
students. Part-time two to three afternoons/week. Teaching
experience a must.
Contact JoAnn Jones, evenings @ 983-3247.
Sponsored by Residence Hall Association (RHA), the Of The Month awards are an excellent way for you to recognize leaders and programs on your campus.
Ellie Woodruff, RA of the Colonnades, was November's RA Of The Month. In her RA leadership
she has continually excelled in creating an environment in her halls that could be seen as a model for
a diverse community that is particularly willing to struggle with tough conversations of diversity and
the many related issues.
Ellie has developed a yearlong programming series that she is currendy implementing that pushes residents to take the conversation of diversity to the next level. In this series of programs, she has been
showing films that highlight one area of diversity and then leading follow-up discussions to challenge
students.
Examples of films that have been shown and discussed are American History X and American Beauty,
both of which are timely, and intellectually and emotionally challenging.
This RA's sensitivity, ability to keep residents engaged, and her ability to lead academic discussions
surrounding such difficult films is what marks this student's efforts as superior and the results have
been nothing less then impressive

RESIDENTIAL &
COMMUTER
LONGWOOD

m

U N 1 V E RSJTY

Sports
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Big Ten Football Mau Soon Use Instant Replay
U-Vjr,
It appears the griping of Penn
State football coach Joe Paterno
over officiating hasn't fallen on
deaf ears after all.
By giving serious consideration to the use of instant replay
by referees in conference games
for football, the Big Ten may take
a step toward improving officiating.
However, if conference referees are to have the aid of replay
for the 2004 season, the league
will have to first gain the
approval of the NCAA Football
Rules Committee.
The 12-membcr panel of
coaches and athletic directors
will hold its annual meeting from
Feb. 9-11 in Indianapolis.
The measures are also yet to
lie fully accepted by the conference's athletic directors.
"It has to be adopted by the
Rules Committee, and that is still
an open question," said NCAA
President Myles Brand, who was

at Penn State Monday.
"It is an interesting experiment, and I hope I get to see it
work."
An experiment that may come
to fruition because of the efforts
of the Penn State athletic
department - which requested a
formal review of officiating in
the 2002 football season.
During that season, Paterno
was involved in several controversies concerning officials.
Following a 42-35 overtime
loss to Iowa, Paterno, angry
about two calls made by a side
judge late in the game, chased
after the officials, grabbed the
shirt of the referee and appeared
to be yelling as the two left the
field.
Two weeks later in Ann
Arbor, Mich., Paterno called into
question the integrity of some
of the league's officials after a
27-24 overtime loss to Michigan.
Penn State Athletic Director
Tim Curley asked for the review
of officiating shortly thereafter.

Though he did not support
replay prior to the 2002 season,
Paterno has since said the Big
Ten should institute replay.
Paterno and the Nittany Lions,
as well as many Lions' fans, felt
officiating mistakes had cost the
team a shot at a Big Ten championship.
As one of the most profitable
conferences in Division I athletics, the Big Ten would be one of
the few conferences able to support the costs associated with
implementing a replay system.
Instant replay in the Big Ten
will be the dominant topic of the
February meetings, said Richard
"Lackner, a Rules Committee
member and Carnegie Mellon
football coach.
"There are typically several
issues discussed, but [instant
replay] is going to be the big
issue," he said. "It's the one I've
been hearing about; the one people are calling me about."
If the committee approves the
measure, it would be the first

time college football would use
replay in officiating at any level,
but other conferences might not
necessarily follow the Big Ten's
lead. Big East Associate
Commissioner John Paquette
said there are many factors to
consider with using replay, one
being if a conference would
work with television to provide
replay or establish its own infrastruture.
Monday, Big Ten spokeswoman Sue Lister said the Big
Ten office would not discuss the
specifics of how a replay system
would be applied until midFebruary. .
The league's athletic directors
will meet in February to finalize
their decision about replay, she
said. In previous years, the
administrators voted against it,
despite a unanimous vote in
favor of replay by the conference's football coaches.
In the last campaign to get
replay into Big Ten football, the
coaches voted unanimously at a

January meeting to use replay.
Curley indicated that he would
vote in favor of using replay, saying, "Right now Penn State is in
favor of replay."
Penn State Sports Information
Director Jeff Nelson said Paterno
is busy recruiting and would not
have a comment on the possibility
of replay until next week at the
earliest.
At a press conference Monday,
Brand said he was "glad" the Big
Ten is looking into using replay,
but said he knows replay will have
limitations at the college level.
"I'm not sure Division II or
Division III is going to want to do
this because of the cost associated," he said. "It probably will be
done in a way different from the
[NFL] way.
It will help officiating. It's not
going to be foolproof. Fans are
still going to get excited about certain calls, and what would college
football be if we couldn't get
excited about what an official
said?"

Super Dowl Sunday Promises to Be Excellent Entertainment lor All Sports Fans
Patrick Sullivan
Staff Writer
One on Sunday ever month, the
nearly the entire United States is
effected by one simply football
game.
Unlike other major sports that
have a best of series, the Super
Bowl is a one shot, winner take
all, out-right brawl for the right to
host the prestigious Lombardi
Trophy.
Unlike other major sports, it
truly is win or go home. Unlike
other major sports, this championship game is by far the most
watched television event.
Unlike other major sports, this
one game is the undisputed king
of sports entertainment.
The Carolina Panthers who,
like last year's champions
Buccaneers, are playing in their
franchises first ever Super Bowl.
Carolina is using the same
strategy that the 2000 Ravens by
combining a powerful running
game with an extremely dominating defense.
They have reached the pinnacle of football by defeated the
two top seeded NFC teams, the
Rams and Eagles, respectively.
This season's continuous over-

achievers, the Panthers have
constantly
been
proving
doubters wrong by beating
heavily favored teams all season,
and now they hope to continue
the trend in the Super Bowl.
The New England Patriots
are the other side of the coin,
the most dominating group in
the NFL having the best record
at 14-2 and hasn't been defeated
since week four against the
Redskins.
After their Super Bowl victory two years ago, the Pats missed
the playoffs last year but
returned with a vengeance this
season.
New England is hoping to
contain the Panthers with the
same
smash-mouth
style
defense that has hindered some
of the best offenses this season.
While heavy underdogs,
Carolina is being picked by
many experts to beat New
England.
The reason for this is the feeling that the Panthers are to
physical to be overtaken by the
Pats take-no-prisoners defense.
Also many experts believe the
key to winning games is 'in the
trenches' and the Panthers'

offensive and defensive lines are
both incredibly dominating.
During the regular season,
Delhomme has been seen as the
question mark of the Panthers
but has been a rock in the postseason.
Delhomme will show his true
talent Sunday if he is able to
master the complicated New
England pass defense.
However the Patriots enter
this championship game the
favorites and Panthers are the
hungry surprise team.
Panthers Jake "Day Light
Come
And
Ya
Wanna"
Delhomme is being strongly
compared to the Tom Brady of
2002.
Like the Patriots two years
ago, Carolina is trying to unseat a
quarterback
who
appears
unbeatable in the postseason.
These comparisons and more
had better be planted in the
minds of the Patriots these last
weeks leading to the Super Bowl
if they plan to walk away with
another victory.
This is Panthers receiver Ricky
Proehl third Super Bowl in five
seasons, both winning and losing
a Super Bowl with the Rams.

Mulligan's Sports
Grille
Open 11:30 a.m. 7 days a week (315-8787)

Llv€ entertainment Frl. and Sat.
nights
1-30 - Southern Justice
1-31 - Frontiers (a 'Journey''
tribute band)
- Free delivery on and around campus
until 12 a.m.
■ Karaoke Night every Sunday 8- close $2 drinks
all night
- Ladies Night every Thursday night (no cover)
- Super Bowl Party - Sunday at 5

HOOTENANNY - COMING SOON...
•

F*tt COm FUMY 0* SATWMY NI9H7
with this coupon

:

EXPERIENCE TH^IYKS^w
OF TH€ "CHASE
APARTMENT FEATURES...
•
•
•
•
•
•

INDIVIDUALLY L€AS€D, 4-BGDROOM, 4BATH LUXURY UNITS
HIGH-SPEED ETHERNET ACCESS
LARGE. PRIVATE BALCONIES
PLUSH CARPETING
FULLY-EQUIPPED GOURMET KITCHENS
WITH BREAKFAST BAR
WASHER/DRYERS IN LINEN ROOM IN
EVERY APARTMENT

To

Get AH This-

COMMUNITY FEATURES...
•
•
•
•

AMAZING CLUBHOUSE FEATURING A
STATE OF THE ART MOVIE THEATER
PHENOMENAL POOL, JACUZZI AND
SPECTACULAR SUNDECK
FANTASTIC, FULLY-LOADED GYM OPEN
24 HOURS A DAY / 7 DAYS A WEEK
BEDAZZLING BUSINESS CENTER OPEN
24 HOURS A DAY / 7 DAYS A WEEK

Visit us at the 2004 Housing Fair in the Lankford
Ballroom and receive an extra signing incentive
when you stop by our table.
ENTER OUR TV GIVEAWAY! Drawing to be held Feb.6th
Wednesd;
Thursday, F

4th from
from 4:3G

^kdA
L

S -'N(3^SE
>

434.392.7440 WWW.SUNCHASWONGWOOD.COM ' ^7fpS ~

SCORE

B|G

at Stanley Park's

BIG GAME BASH!

GREEK NIGHT
February 3 * 7 P.M.

Men's Basketball - Long wood vs. Apprentice School
We're right around the cornerl

ocation! LocatJAfe! lua

sfsflr
TOWNHOMES
• 4 Bedroom Townhomes
• 2 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
*
•
•
*

Fully Furnished phis washer & dryer
Patio/pordh, Farmvillc Area But pickup
Ethernet connection in each bedroom
Cable T. V. connection in each bedroom and den

• New Pavilion with Picnic Tables,
(kills, Horseshoes
• Volleyball & Basketball Courts, Lighted

Exceptional Living Within
Walking Distance to Longwood
12 Month, 10 Month & 6 Month
For info, contact Lorrie Watson, Property Mgr.
434-390-7075 • 434-392^197 • camKm@nvootutar.com

Exercise Facility - Weights, Treadmills, Bikes, 4 Way St^6n^ Emptical Machines!
Game Room-Pool Table, Foosball, Air Hockey! Study Cubicles!
• .
Great Room* 24 Hour Vending & ATM -Business Center with Fax, Copier ^T

